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Abstract
We calculate the gravitational potential energy between infinitely long parallel strings
with tensions τ1 and τ2. Classically, it vanishes, but at one loop, we find that the long
range gravitational potential energy per unit length is U/L = 24G2
N
τ1τ2/(5πa
2) + ...,
where a is the separation between the strings, GN is Newton’s constant, and we set
h¯ = c = 1. The ellipses represent terms suppressed by more powers of GNτi. Typically,
massless bulk fields give rise at one loop to a long range potential between p-branes in
space-times of dimension p+2+1. The contribution to this potential from bulk scalars
is computed for arbitrary p (strings correspond to p = 1) and in the case of three-branes
its possible relevance for cosmological quintessence is commented on.
In classical 2+1 dimensional general relativity, a point mass at rest does not result
in a curved space-time away from the location of the particle. Instead, the space-time
remains flat, but with a deficit angle cut out; the size of that angle is proportional to the
mass of the particle [1]. This corresponds to a curvature singularity at the location of the
particle. Hence in 2+1 dimensional space-time there is no classical force between two point
masses. Similarly, in 3 + 1 dimensional general relativity, an infinitely long straight string,
characterized only by its tension, leaves the exterior space-time flat, and the classical force
between two parallel infinitely long straight strings vanishes [2]. The main purpose of this
paper is to calculate the leading quantum mechanical long range force, or, equivalently,
potential energy, between such strings. Towards the end of this paper, we will also consider
contributions to the long range force that would arise if, in addition to the massless graviton,
there were a massless scalar in the bulk. We then briefly discuss the generalization of this to
other co-dimension two objects (i.e. p-branes in p+2+1 dimensional space-time). In models
with two large extra dimensions, this potential between three-branes may be relevant for
cosmological quintessence [3].
The action for the two string system is taken to be
S = Sb + S1 + S2. (1)
The bulk action, Sb, is the usual Einstein-Hilbert action
Sb = −2M (n−2)
∫
dnx
√
g R, (2)
where R is the curvature scalar, and Newton’s constant GN is related to the mass M by
GN = 1/(32πM
2). Even though the long range potential is finite, it is convenient to regulate
the theory using dimensional regularization, and in equation (2) n = 4 − ǫ. For the two
string actions, Si, we take
Si = −τi
∫
dnx
√
g(i) δ(2)(~x− ~xi), (3)
where g(i) is the induced metric on the world-sheet of string i. Note that in n dimensions
the string world-sheets have dimension n− 2 so they are still co-dimension two objects. We
have chosen to align the strings along the 1 axis; the separation between the two strings
is ~a = ~x1 − ~x2. Indices that go over the 4 space-time coordinates 0, 1, 2, 3 (n space-time
coordinates in n dimensions) are denoted by capital Roman letters; those that just go over
the 2 space-time coordinates of the string world-sheet 0, 1 are denoted by Greek letters.
Finally, indices that take on values in the two spatial directions perpendicular to the strings
are denoted by lower case Roman letters, and vectors in the 2, 3 plane are denoted with
arrows. We align the local space-time coordinates on the string world surfaces with those of
the bulk space-time, so the components of the induced metric tensor are the same as those
of the bulk metric but restricted to the 0, 1 values of the indices, i.e. g
(i)
αβ = gαβ .
Expanding the gravitational field as1
gMN = ηMN + hMN/M
(n/2−1), (4)
1Here η = diag[−1, 1, 1, 1] is the usual flat space-time metric tensor.
1
we determine the leading quantum contribution to the potential between the two strings by
computing one-loop Feynman diagrams with vertices that follow from the action in equation
(1). This is similar to the computation of the quantum correction to the Newtonian potential
between point masses2 in four space-time dimensions [4]. The main difference between
the string and point mass cases is that for strings the classical force vanishes; hence our
computation gives the leading contribution to the force instead of a small correction.
’t Hooft and Veltman calculated the infinite part of the one-loop gravitational effective
action [5]. We adopt the same background field gauge fixing, so the momentum space
propagator for the canonically normalized graviton field is
DAB,CD(x− y) = PAB,CDD(x− y), (5)
where D(x− y) is the usual scalar propagator with Fourier transform D(q) = −i/(q2 − iǫ)
and
PAB,MN =
1
2
[ηAMηBN + ηANηBM −
2
n− 2ηABηMN ]. (6)
It is convenient to use their gauge fixing convention, because then the contribution of some
of the Feynman diagrams to the quantum force between strings can be deduced from their
work. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, indices on h and P are raised and lowered with
the flat space metric tensor η.
In this paper, we treat the tensions as small compared with M2, and only keep the
terms in the potential proportional to the product of the two tensions τ1τ2, neglecting
terms suppressed by additional powers of GN τi. Using perturbation theory, it is easy to
understand why the part of the classical potential proportional to τ1τ2 vanishes. It comes
from the Feynman diagram in Figure 1. Using√
g(i) = 1 + hαα/2M
(n/2−1) + hαα h
β
β/8M
(n−2) − hαβ hβα/4M (n−2) + ..., (7)
it follows that this diagram is proportional to Pαα ,
µ
µ= η
αβηµνPαβ,µν = 0.
21
Figure 1: Classical contribution to the potential. The numbers 1 and 2 represent the two
string world-sheets.
In background field gauge, one decomposes the graviton field into quantum and classical
pieces: h = h¯+ h˜, where the bar denotes the classical part and the tilde the quantum part.
The leading quantum correction occurs at one-loop. The quantum fields are contracted to
make the propagators that occur in the loop; the classical fields are contracted for the other
propagators. (In the figures, classical gravitons are drawn as wavy lines, quantum gravitons
as curly lines.)
2 There is some ambiguity in precisely how the potential is defined. This issue is less severe for strings
since the classical potential vanishes.
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Figure 2: Feynman diagram that determines the one-loop contribution to the potential from
terms localized on the string world-sheets that are quadratic in the graviton field.
First we consider Figure 2. The coupling of the gravitons to the string world-sheet
comes from the quadratic terms in expansion of the square root of the induced metric in h.
The contribution to the effective action that results from this Feynman diagram is
i∆Seff = −
τ1τ2
M4

Pαα ,
β
β P
λ
λ ,
δ
δ
32
− P
α
α ,
λ
β P
δ
δ ,
β
λ
8
+
Pαβ ,
λ
δ P
β
α ,
δ
λ
8

 ∫ d2x1d2x2D(x1 − x2)2. (8)
Equation (8) is evaluated using
∫
d2x1d
2x2D(x1 − x2)2 = −i
LT
a2
∫
d2k
(2π)2
K0(k)
2
(2π)2
= −i LT
a216π3
, (9)
where K0(k) is a Bessel function of imaginary argument, the integrals go over the world-
sheets of the two strings, and
Pαα ,
β
λ = 0, P
α
β ,
λ
δ P
β
α ,
δ
λ= 2. (10)
The effective action can be interpreted as minus the potential energy times the time,
∆Seff = −∆U T . Putting these results together, we find that the contribution to the
potential energy per unit string length from this diagram is
∆U/L =
τ1τ2
16π3a2M4
(
−1
4
)
. (11)
Next consider the diagrams in Figure 3. ’t Hooft and Veltman [5] found that the
divergent part of the one-loop gravitational effective action for pure Einstein gravity is
Seff1loop = −
Mn−4
8π2(n− 4)
∫
dnx
√
g¯
(
1
120
R¯2 +
7
20
R¯ABR¯
AB
)
. (12)
The effective one-loop action is constructed from the classical metric g¯AB = ηAB +
h¯AB/M
(n/2−1), and indices in equation (12) are raised and lowered with this metric. From
3
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Figure 3: Feynman diagrams that give the contribution to the potential from gravitational
self interactions. The shaded circle includes gravitons and ghosts in the loop.
this effective action we can deduce the insertion appropriate for the shaded circle in Figure
3 by expanding out the curvature tensor to linear order in the gravitational field. We get
R¯2 =
[
(∂2h¯LL)(∂
2h¯MM )− 2(∂2h¯LL)(∂G∂Eh¯GE) + (∂K∂N h¯KN )(∂G∂E h¯GE)
]
/M (n−2), (13)
and
R¯MKR¯
MK =
[
1
4
(∂K∂M h¯
L
L)(∂
K∂M h¯NN )− (∂K∂M h¯LL)(∂K∂N h¯MN ) +
1
2
(∂K∂M h¯
L
L)(∂
2h¯KM )
+
1
2
(∂K∂Lh¯
LM )(∂K∂N h¯MN ) +
1
2
(∂K∂Lh¯
LM )(∂N∂M h¯
KN )− (∂K∂Lh¯LM )(∂2h¯KM)
+
1
4
(∂2h¯KM )(∂
2h¯KM )
]
/M (n−2). (14)
The contribution from the one loop diagram in Figure 3 is deduced by inserting in the
momentum space vertex associated with the the action in equation (12) an additional factor
of q2(n/2−2) = 1 − ǫ ln(q2)/2 + .... Without this factor, the contribution to the long range
force between strings would vanish. It is the finite nonanalytic part of the effective action,
not the divergent part, that is actually responsible for the long range force. The momentum
space integral that must be done is then
− 1
n− 4
∫
d2q
(2π)2
exp(i~q · ~a)(~q2)(n/2−2) = 1
2πa2
. (15)
Putting these results together, the contribution from the diagrams in Figure 3 to the long
range potential energy per unit length between strings is
∆U/L =
τ1τ2
16π3a2M4
(
1
120
[
−2 + 2− 1
2
]
+
7
20
[
−1
2
+ 1− 1
2
− 1
4
− 1
4
+
1
2
− 1
4
])
=
τ1τ2
16π3a2M4
(
− 11
120
)
. (16)
The successive terms in the square brackets are the contributions of the corresponding terms
in the square brackets of equations (13) and (14).
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Figure 4: Contribution to the one loop potential that arises from the three-graviton vertex
from the Einstein-Hilbert action.
Next we consider the contribution to the long range force from the Feynman diagrams
in Figure 4. For this we need the bulk three-graviton vertex from the Einstein-Hilbert term.
It comes from expanding the action in equation (2) to cubic order in h, yielding
S3h = −
2
M (n/2−1)
∫
dnx L1 + L2 + L3, (17)
where Li is the part that comes from expanding the curvature tensor to order i in h.
Explicitly,
L1 = 1
8
hAAh
B
B∂
2hLL −
1
8
hAAh
B
B∂K∂Nh
KN − 1
4
hBAh
A
B∂
2hLL +
1
4
hBAh
A
B∂K∂Nh
KN , (18)
L2 =
1
2
hAA(∂Lh
EL)(∂Mh
M
E )−
1
2
hAA(∂Lh
EL)(∂Eh
M
M ) +
1
8
hAA(∂
EhLL)(∂Eh
M
M )
−3
8
hAA(∂Lh
EM )(∂LhEM ) +
1
4
hAA(∂Mh
E
L )(∂
LhME )−
1
2
hNLhAA∂
2hNL + h
NLhAA∂M∂Lh
M
N
−1
2
hNLhAA∂N∂Lh
M
M , (19)
and
L3 = −hGE(∂LhEL )(∂MhMG ) + hGE(∂LhLE)(∂GhMM )−
1
4
hGE(∂
EhLL)(∂Gh
M
M )
−1
2
hGE(∂Lh
EM )(∂Mh
L
G) +
3
2
hGE(∂Lh
EM )(∂LhMG)− hGE(∂LhEM )(∂GhLM )
+
3
4
hGE(∂
EhML)(∂Gh
ML)− 2hGE(∂GhLE)(∂MhML ) + hGE(∂GhLE)(∂LhMM )
+hGE(∂
LhEG)(∂Mh
M
L )−
1
2
hGE(∂
LhEG)(∂Lh
M
M ) + h
N
Bh
BL∂2hLN − 2hNBhBL∂M∂LhMN
+hNBh
BL∂N∂Lh
M
M + h
NLhMK∂K∂MhNL − hNLhMK∂K∂LhNM . (20)
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Figure 5: One loop contribution to the potential that arises from the three-graviton vertex
from gauge fixing.
The integral needed to compute Figure 4 is
∫
d2x1d
2x2d
4x(∂2xD(x1 − x))D(x− x2)2 =
LT
16π3a2
, (21)
and we find that it gives the following contribution to the gravitational potential per unit
length:
∆U/L =
τ1τ2
16π3a2M4
([
0 + 0 + 1− 1
2
]
+
[
−1
6
+ 0 + 0 +
3
4
− 1
12
+ 0 +
1
3
+ 0
]
+
[
0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0− 1
2
+ 0 + 0 + 1− 1 + 0 + 0 + 0− 1
3
+ 0
])
, (22)
In equation (22) the three square brackets contain the contributions from the three Lagrange
densities L1, L2, and L3 respectively, and each successive term in these square brackets
represents the contribution of the corresponding term in the Lagrange density. Summing
them up, we get
∆U/L =
τ1τ2
16π3a2M4
(
1
2
)
, (23)
for the contribution from diagrams which contain a three graviton vertex from the Einstein
Hilbert action.
In the background field gauge, the gauge fixing term also contributes to the h¯h˜h˜ vertex.
Using the definition g¯AB = ηAB + h¯AB/M
(n/2−1), the gauge fixing term is [5]
Sgf = −
∫
dnx
√
g¯
(
DN h˜
N
M −
1
2
DM h˜
L
L
)(
DS h˜
MS − 1
2
DM h˜SS
)
, (24)
where in equation (24) indices are raised and lowered with the classical metric g¯ and the
covariant derivative is with respect to this metric. Expanding to linear order in h¯, the above
becomes
Sgf = −
∫
dnx
1
2M (n/2−1)
(
h¯AA(∂N h˜
N
M )(∂S h˜
MS) + ...
)
+ ..., (25)
6
where the ellipses in the brackets denote other terms linear in h¯, and the ellipses outside of
the brackets denote terms higher order in h¯. Only the term explicitly displayed in equation
(25) contributes at one loop; the other terms linear in h¯ (represented by the ellipses inside
the brackets) each give zero. We find that the contribution of Figure 5 to the long range
potential is
∆U/L =
τ1τ2
16π3a2M4
(
− 1
12
)
. (26)
All other possible one loop contributions vanish. For example, there is a cubic coupling
of hµν on the brane from expanding the induced metric to that order. The one loop graph
formed from this coupling vanishes since Pαα ,
β
λ= 0.
So far we have not included the degrees of freedom that correspond to transverse fluctu-
ations of the strings. However, they must exist, by reparametrization invariance and general
covariance. These fluctuations are characterized by scalar fields φa(i) which are localized on
the world-sheet of string i. The terms in the string actions (3) involving the fields φa(i) are
deduced from the dependence of the induced metric3 on them,
g(i)µν = gµν + gab(∂µφ
a
(i))(∂νφ
b
(i)). (27)
Expanding the square root of the determinant of the above induced metric yields a coupling
of hab to the scalar fields. However, the graph with a φ loop vanishes in dimensional
regularization since it is proportional to
∫
d(n−2)k = 0.
Summing the various one loop contributions to gravitational potential energy between
strings gives
U/L =
τ1τ2
16π3a2M4
(
3
40
)
=
24G2N τ1τ2
5πa2
. (28)
The above equation is the main result of this paper. It gives a repulsive gravitational force
between the strings at large distances.
From the effective field theory point of view, it is possible that the tree level effects of
higher dimension operators are of the same size as the one loop pieces we have calculated,
but this turns out not to be the case. Nontrivial operators localized on the string world
sheet with fewer than two derivatives are forbidden by general covariance. Furthermore, we
know that many operators do not contribute to the long range force. Consider, for example,
adding to the string world-sheet actions the following two-derivative term:
δSi = λi
∫
d4x
√
g(i) R δ(2)(~x− ~xi), (29)
where the λi are dimensionless couplings. Classically, there is no contribution to the long
range force between the branes linear in these couplings. At this order, it gives only local
effects proportional to δ(2)(~a) or derivatives of this delta function. Similar remarks hold for
operators in the bulk that are quadratic in the curvature tensor. We will not attempt a
complete analysis of the tree level effects from higher dimension operators; however, there
is no tree level contribution to the potential that is as important at large a as the one loop
piece we have calculated.
3See, for example, [6].
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Figure 6: One loop contribution to the potential from massless bulk scalar with brane mass
terms.
Effects similar to what we have computed occur for p-branes in a space-times of dimen-
sion p+ 3. Assuming that gravity is the only massless degree of freedom in the bulk, there
will be a long range contribution to the potential per unit p-brane volume proportional to
G2N τ1τ2/a
p+1 from one loop quantum effects. If there are other massless degrees of freedom
in the bulk, these will also contribute to the long range force. Consider, for example, a
scalar field theory with space-time dimension p + 3 and two parallel p-branes. Neglecting
gravity, the action for this system is taken to be
S = Sb + S1 + S2, (30)
where the bulk action, Sb, comes from the massless Klein Gordon theory:
Sb = −
1
2
∫
dp+3x ∂Mχ∂
Mχ, (31)
and the brane actions are
Si = −
λi
2
∫
dp+3x χ2δ(2)(~x− ~xi). (32)
Because of the χ→ −χ symmetry there is no tree level force between the branes from χ
exchange. Assuming that the couplings λi are small and neglecting effects higher order in
these coupling constants, the one loop diagram in Figure 6 gives the long range potential4
U/V = − λ1λ2Γ(
p
2 +
1
2)
2
ap+1p2p+4π(
p
2
+2)Γ(p2 )
. (33)
If the couplings λ1 and λ2 have opposite signs, this potential is repulsive.
5 It can be natural
for the scalar to have brane mass terms but no bulk mass. For example, χ could be the
Goldstone boson associated with a global symmetry that is spontaneously broken in the bulk
4For work in string theory on the force between branes see [7].
5There may be an instability of the background χ = 0 configuration in this case. Since this is only a “toy
model,” we have not explored this issue further.
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but explicitly broken on the branes. At higher order the couplings λi become subtraction
point dependent [8].
Let’s focus on the case of three-branes in six dimensions. If the two dimensions per-
pendicular to the branes are compact but large extra dimensions of the type that has been
suggested to be related to the hierarchy puzzle [9], then the potential in equation (33) has
the right form to be suitable for cosmological quintessence6. The scalar field has mass di-
mension two, so the parameters λi are dimensionless. The separation between the branes
is related to the scalar fields that characterize the brane fluctuations. Assuming the two
compact extra dimensions are flat,7 the action for the scalar fields that characterize the
fluctuations of the 3-brane world-sheets is
Sfluct = −τ1
∫
d4x1
1
2
∂µφ
a
(1)∂
µφa(1) − τ2
∫
d4x2
1
2
∂µφ
a
(2)∂
µφa(2) + .... . (34)
The repeated index a, which takes on the values 1, 2, is summed over. From the four
dimensional effective field theory point of view, this action becomes
Seff4dim = −
∫
d4x
τ1 + τ2
2
∂µφ
a
cm∂
µφacm +
τr
2
∂µφ
a
rel∂
µφarel + ..., (35)
where τr = τ1τ2/(τ1 + τ2) is the reduced tension, φ
a
rel = φ
a
(1) − φa(2) and φacm = (τ1φa(1) +
τ2φ
a
(2))/(τ1 + τ2). The separation between the branes ~a is the vacuum expectation value of
~φrel, and the canonically normalized four dimensional field associated with the separation
between the branes is ~φ =
√
τ r
~φrel. The potential for this scalar field is of the form U/V ∼
−λ1λ2τ2r /(~φ2)2 ∼ M8W /(~φ2)2, when the brane tensions are of order the weak scale8. In
cosmological quintessence the scalar field today is of order the Planck mass; this corresponds
to a separation between branes of order the size of the compact space (i.e. of order a
millimeter). Clearly, the impact of the physics that stabilizes the compact dimensions [11]
has to be taken into account before the true physical significance of this potential can be
ascertained.
We thank R. Sundrum and A. Lewandowski for some useful discussions. This work was
supported in part by the department of energy under grant DE-FG03-92-ER-40701.
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